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Introduction
In several investigations of volcanoes, high quality digital elevation models (DEMs) are
required to study either the geometry of the volcano or to investigate temporal changes in relief
due to eruptions. Examples include the analysis of volume changes of a volcanic dome (Fink et
al., 1990), the prediction of flow paths for pyroclastic flows (Malin and Sheridan, 1982), and the
quantitative investigation of the geometry of valleys carved by volcanic mudflows (Rodolfo and
Arguden, 1991). Additionally, to provide input data for models of lava flow emplacement,
accurate measurements are needed of the thickness of lava flows as a function of distance from
the vent and local slope (Fink and Zimbelman, 1986). Visualization of volcano morphology is
also aided by the ability to view a DEM from oblique perspectives (Duffield et al., 1993).
Until recently, the generation of these DEMs has required either high resolution stereo air
photographs or extensive field surveying using the Global Positioning System (GPS) and other
field techniques. Through the use of data collected by the NASA/JPL TOPSAR system, it is
now possible to remotely measure the topography of volcanoes using airborne radar
interferometry (Zebker et al., 1992). TOPSAR data can be collected day or night under any
weather conditions, thereby avoiding the problems associated with the derivation of DEMs from
air photographs that may often contain clouds. Here we describe some of our initial work on
volcanoes using TOPSAR data for Mr. Hekla (Iceland) and Vesuvius (Italy). We also outline
various TOPSAR topographic studies of volcanoes in the Galapagos and Hawaii that will be
conducted in the near future, describe how TOPSAR complements the volcanology
investigations to be conducted with orbital radars (SIR-C/X-SAR, JERS-1 and ERS-1), and place
these studies into the broader context of NASA's Global Change Program.
TOPSAR
The TOPSAR instrument is a C-band (5.6 cm wavelength) radar flown on board a NASA
DC-8 aircraft (Zebker et al., 1992; Evans et al., 1992). Topographic data collected by TOPSAR
have a spatial resolution of 5 to 10 m, with a vertical accuracy of 1 to 5 m depending upon the
relief of the target -- smoother surfaces (i.e., at the pixel-scale, those surfaces that have a
uniform relief) will have lower height errors than mountainous areas because of the greater
uncertainty in characterizing an inhomogeneous pixel with a single height value. TOPSAR
swaths are 30 km x 6.4 km in size. These topographic data are acquired concurrently with radar
backscatter images at C-band, L-band (24 cm) and P-band (68 cm), which enable surface textures
and structure to be investigated in a manner comparable to conventional radar analyses of
volcanoes (e.g., Gaddis et al., 1989, 1990; Campbell et al., 1989).
TOPSAR measurements differ significantly from DEMs derived from the interpolation of
digitized contour maps. In TOPSAR data sets, a height measurement is made at each pixel and
therefore the TOPSAR DEM provides a truer representation of the surface relief. We note,
however, that in its current configuration TOPSAR does not have any absolute geodetic control,
so that each TOPSAR scene must be referenced to a geodetic grid before absolute elevations and
regional slopes (i.e., those slopes measured along or across the entire swath) can be resolved.
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Mt. Hekla and Vesuvius
We illustrate the use of TOPSAR data for volcanological research with examples derived
from data collected over Mt. Helda (Iceland) and Vesuvius (Italy) in the summer of 1991.
For Hekla volcano, the thickness of lava flows can be measured from TOPSAR data (Fig.
1), and these thickness measurements can be used with existing numerical models of lava
rheology to infer yield strengths of 5000 to 30,000 Pa. (Rowland et al., 1992), comparable to
lavas of similar composition (basaltic andesite) elsewhere. In all cases, the calculated yield
strength of a flow increases with distance from the vent (reflecting the greater amount of cooling
of the furthest-traveled lava), although average flow thickness remains fairly constant. TOPSAR
data also permit the geometry of a moberg ridge (which is a volcanic feature formed by a sub-
glacial eruption) to be determined (Fig. 2). Although only a few examples of moberg ridges
around Hekla were imaged by TOPSAR, it would be possible to use TOPSAR to measure the
volume of many ridges, thereby enabling the amount of lava erupted from different vents to be
determined (Evans et al., 1992).
TOPSAR data for Vesuvius, Italy,
permit the geometry of the volcano
flanks to be determined (Mouginis-Mark
and Garbeil, 1993). There is a large
number of valleys on the flanks of the
older portion (Mt. Somma) of Vesuvius.
These valleys are primarily water-carved
in origin, but they have also been used as
pathways for pyroclastic flows.
TOPSAR enables a slope map of the
flanks to be derived, and valley
geometry to be measured. Slope maps
can provide valuable input when
examining the likelihood that different
areas will be affected by volcanic
hazards such as pyroclastic flows, lava
flows, and lahars. We have found the
slopes of the flanks of Mt. Somma to be
typically -13 - 24 ° at lower elevations,
-25 - 36 ° closer to the rim, with a
maximum value of > 48 ° on the inner
walls of the craters.
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Fig. 1: TOPSAR profiles across and along a
single lava flow erupted from Mt. Hekla, Iceland.
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Fig. 2:3 profiles across a single moberg ridge close to Mt. Hekla, Iceland, derived from
TOPSAR data. Length of moberg ridge perpendicular to these prof'lles is -3800 m.
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Profiles down the length of individuals valleys (Fig. 3a) can also be determined.
Potentially,it maybepossibleto useTOPSARdatato recognizedifferent lithologic units(either
differentin themechanicalpropertiesor absoluteage)by thismethod,sincethedegreeof erosion
of materialson agivenslopeshouldvaryasafunctionof strengthand/orage. In orderto explore
thephysicalbasisfor theserelationships,amorerigorousstudywouldberequiredto identify and
evaluatethepossiblesignificantvariables(e.g.,Knighton, 1974).Theprofilesacrossavalley at
different distancesfrom the rim of Mt. Somma(Fig. 3b) also show that thegeometryof the
valleyvariesfrom oneplaceto another.From ourmorphologicdata,thereappearsto bea trend
towardsproportionally deepervalleys with increasingslope. In general,for eachvalley, on
slopes> 30° depthcanbetwice thatonslopes< 10°. This may be interpreted to be an indication
of the lower erosive action of the flows (either debris flows or running water) on the lower slopes
than on steep slopes, or of deposition on the lower slopes.
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Fig. 3a (Left, at top): Profiles for
individual valleys on the flanks of Mt.
Somma. Fig. 3b (left, at bottom)
Cross-sections through a single valley
on flanks of Mr. Somma, as
determined from TOPSAR data. Only
a few representative cross-sections are
shown, but the original data were
obtained at every 250 m down the
flanks.
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Future TOPSAR data sets
To date, only a few TOPSAR data
sets have been collected over
volcanoes; the most useful are the data
for the western Galapagos Islands.
These volcanoes constitute one of the
Space Shuttle Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR)
"Super-Sites", and are also one of the
targets for the JERS-1 Verification
Program. Use of the TOPSAR DEM,
as well as the AIRSAR multi-
wavelength backscatter images and the
JERS-1 SAR data, will therefore aid in
the analysis of these orbital data sets.
Several structural and volcanological investigations of the Galapagos volcanoes have been
conducted using air photographs (Chadwick and Howard, 1991) and satellite images (Munro and
Mouginis-Mark, 1990; Rowland and Munro, 1992), but the detailed topography of the islands is
poorly known. Fernandina and Isabela Islands were imaged in May 1993 by TOPSAR, but at the
time of writing the analysis of these data has not been initiated. The use of TOPSAR data to
investigate the spatial distribution of rift zones through the generation of slope maps, the
measurement of lava flow thickness on different slopes, and the calculation of volumes of cinder
cones and summit calderas, should all significantly improve our knowledge of these infrequently
visited volcanoes.
Two TOPSAR deployments over Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, are planned for September and
October 1993. These flights will enable the derivation of a "topographic difference map", which
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should permit the quantitative measurementof the volume of new lava eruptedduring the
interveningmonth. This will allowanaverageeffusionratefor thevolcanoto bedetermined,as
well asfacilitate the studyof thegrowth of a compoundlavaflow field. Finally, aspart of the
DecadesVolcano program (Bennett et al., 1992), planning is under way for a TOPSAR
deploymentto SantaMaria Volcano,Guatemala,aswell asthecollectionof ERS-1orbital SAR
datafrom the temporarygroundreceivingstationin Atlanta,USA. Sometimein thefuture we
hope to use TOPSAR to aid the analysisof the Santiaguitolava dome, and help with the
productionof newhazardmapsthroughtheconstructionof detailedtopographicmaps.
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